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SHOCK EXPERIMEN13INMETALS AND CERAMICS

G.T. GRAY 111
Materials Sciena and Technology Division
Physical Metallurgy Group
Los Alamos National Laboratory
Los Alamos, New Mexico 87545, U.S.A.
Shock recovery
and spallation
experiments,.
in which
material
structure
/ property
effects
are systematically
varied
and characterized
quantitatively,
offer
two important
experimental
techniques
to probe
the physical
mechanisms
controlling
shock
proces+es
and dynamic
fracture.
This paper
highlights
the current
st~$e
of knowledge
and principal
challenges
of the structure
/ property
effects
of shock-wave
deformation
on metals
and ceramics.
Recent
shock-recovery
and
spallation
experimental
results
on
post-mortem
material
properties
and fracture
behavior
in metals
and ceramics
are
reviewed.
Finallv,
the influence
of shuck-wave
deformation
on
several
intermetallics
and a recent
experiment
examining
the
Bauschifiger
effect
in A1-4% Cu during
sho~”k loading
are
presented.

1. IN’I’RODUCI’1ON

Since the Iiitc i 950’s shock rccovcry (,nd spa! lution cxpcrimcnts
structure/property

}MVC

Imn

used to probe the

(:flccLsundp~lysicill t]l~ll;)tlisi~ls cotl(rolli~lgttlc” dchml~~li(m pnxxxws

~~ndciyrulmic !rnc!urc of’matcrinls suhjcctcd to impulse or sll(wk Ionding.

.%,v~rill

review

papers have summarized indcpth

lhc struc[urc / property response of numerous metals,

alloys, ceramics, and non-metallic materials to shock-wave deformation [1-9] and spalla~ion
[10].

Overall, the extreme conditions of strain rate and temperature imposed by a shock arc

known to induce a high density of defects in crystalline matcria!s which in turn affect the posLshoek mechanical properties. Accommodation of the applied high-rate-uniaxial-strain pulse
during the shock is observed to cause the generation of dislocations, deformation twins,
point defects, stacking faults, or in some materials may activate a pressure-induced phase
transition in respanae to the shock. As a result of this high defect density, most metals and
alloys are olxerved to exhibit a greater degree of hardening, measumd via post-~hock
hardness or stress-strain response, due to shock loading [ban quasi-static deformaticm to the
same total strain, particularly if the metal passes through a polymorphic phase transition,
such as the a-E in iron or the a-o in titanium [1-6,8].
The exact type and arrangement of these defects, whether dislocation cells. planar
faults, twins, or phase products in the post-shock substructure is dependent on both
“chemially” and microstmeturally controlled components within the material as well as the
externally imposed variables such as the temperature and shock lo~ding parameters.
Chemical components include the

hflueiw

of material chemistry (due to the alloying and

interstitial emtent) on the starting crystal structure, stacking fault energy, phase constitution
(influencing the precipitation of second phases), ~nd phase stability of the material
undergoing shock deformation or dynamic fkactm-c. Independent from the chemistry of the
starting material wu iablcs such as the grsin size, second phase size and distribution, and
crystallographic texture can be altered through the manipulation of heat-treatmen~

More

rcccnt developments in the growing area of mmposite materials can also introduce
chemically inert dispmoids, such as A1203 or SiC in aluminum alloys for example, which
can significantly influcncz the structure property response of the matcriid.
Since the last Explomct eonfcrcnce held in 1985[ 11], numerous studies have
investigated the influcnec of a varicty of microstructural and cxtenmll y applied variables on
the “real-time” and post-shock structure / property rqxmsm

of a broad clas.. of matcriuls.

Many of these studies have been reported ill ream! confcrcncc proceedings including: the two
American Physical %cicty conlcrcnus on condcnsc[’ matter held in 1987 [12] and 1989
[ 13], IMPACf’ ’87 [ 14], ~hcOxford eonfcrcncc on ~,ltilcrialsat high rutc [15], DYMAT W
[ 16J, and a eon fcrcnec on dynamic cmnptiction tcchnology[ 17J. In addition, IWOrcccnt

books edited by Bluzynski [1tlJ and hf urr [ 19] .+ummarizcsome additional shock studies.
Scicnt ists imcrcshxl in examining the hrctilh of the rapidly evolving shock. wtivc field, in
particular as related to mahxials, arc tidviscd 10cxtiminc these rcfcrcncw
The intent of this review is to highlight swnc of lhc rwcnt cxperimcnlal results ml
rcw.wch trends of shock cffcck on matcriuls with particultir emphasis on the shock
deformation behavior of c-onvcntkmal mwds, ;Illoys, UIVJcmmic malcritds. Duc 10spwx

limitations only studies on prior-produced

matcria]s will bc reviewed.

The areas of shock-

wave synthesis and dynamic compaction of materials will not bc included. Even upon a
cursory review of the literature over the past five years, the stronger than usual influcncc of
funding priorities from the government and military sector, both in the USA and abroad, on
shock-wave and hypcr-velocity research arc readily apparent. The largest foeusing elements
were the formation in 1983 of the Strategic Defense Initiative and more important for
materials research in particular was the report on armor/antiarmor

by the Defense Science

Board in 1985 [20].
The general area of armor/antiarmor,

funded heavily by several DARPA and DoD

initiatives to universities, federal labs, and the private sector, started a broad range of studies
on rnatcrials research in the areas of penetration failure mechanies, eonstitutivc behavior, and
spallation

particularly in the area of eeramies.

flurry of activity in the materia!s/physics

This research emphrsis has in turn crcatcd a

communities

in the areas of shear band formation,

microstructural effeds on spallation, shock-wave damage mechanisms in eeram its, and
constitutive data on armor/a n,tiarmor materials, to name j ust a few. The review of recent
results will be divided into sections coveting metallic and ceramic materials.

Finally, some

recent experimental results will be presented on two emerging materials shock-wave research
areas; the effects of Iasser-induced shocks on materials, the inlluencc of shock-wave
deformation on several intcrrnctallic materials, and !hen recent experimental results
demonstrating

how the strain-path change inherent during a shock ean lead to a Bauschingcr

effect in some materiais.

11, METAL AND ALLOYS STUDIES

Numer~us aspects of the deformation and span behavior of metals and alloys subjected to
shock loading have been examined experimentally

and u)rrclatod with materials models in

the pest S years[21 -43], Consistent with previous work the increased strain rate in the shock
incrcaxx the propensity for deformation twinning in shock-1 oadu.1 mctals[38,39]
Al-4.8 Mg[21 ] and 6061 -T6 AI[22]. Microstructure

is still obscrwd

the shock hardening and dcformiition response ofmatcrials[21-23,41

including itl

to significantly affect
]; the shock hardening

of solution or ~ndcrtigcd JBK-75 stainkx+s steel and 6061 Al alloys cxcecd that of the ~iik

:~gd matcrials[23].
transformation

Several studies have also examined the kinctim of the martcr,sitc

induced by uw trolled tensile pulses produced by sht)ck Ioading[ 29,30]. ‘IIIc

effect ofdynarnic prcstr~ining[34] [{ridrcpc~tcd shock lwding[26]

on s~bscqucnt mcchtinical

properties hwc shown thut prior dynamic kxmin~; rcduccs subsequent stmin hardening
during shock or qu~si-static reloading.

I ligh tc~ilpcra[urc prchcxiting prior to shuck Io;lding

Wiisfound 10cnhancc the shock htirdcning and itrtpii~ .Strcngth of steel [28], II] :ddition to
the broad range of cxpcrimcntal studies, Mogilcvsky

127,3 1,32] and Follausbcc[331 hiivc

conducted modeling studies considering the nature of defect generation during shock loading
and compared their predictions with cxpcrimcntal results.
Finally, lasers represent a ncw method for assessing the shock-wave and dynamic
fracture of materials.

Lasers offer the possibility of producing shock pcssures

in targets of 1

to more than 102 GPa with pulse durations related to the laser pulse length, usually in the
nanosecond range. The limitations of the laser shock pulse are principally its diameter owing
to the smail diameters of typical lasers and total pulse duration. The laser pulses however can
be equivalent

to the impacts produced by microparticles at high velocity and arc therefore cf

great intertxt to studies such as micrometeroite

impacts in outerspacc.

Several recent studies

have assessed the influence of Iascr shocks on the deformation substructure of
metals[44,45].

These studies have shown that the substructure evolution in iron and

stainless steel targets are very similar to those obtained by conventional shock methods.
III. CERAMIC STUDIES

The stud y of shock-wave and dynamic fracture effects on brittle solids, in particular
ceramics, represents one of the largest growth areas for materials science in the past five

years[46-62]. Much of this interest has been catalyzed by a riced for data concerning the
dynamic deformation and fracture behavior of mcmolithic ceramics and cermets for potential
armor applications.

Investigations of the Hugoniot Ehistic Limit (HEL) of alumina found

that the HEL in AlzOq is not strain rate dcpcndcnt[46]

and that it is higher than the static yield

strength [47]. The question of whether plastic flow and microcracking are activated above or
below the HEL of a ccrarnic has been the subject of numerous studies yet the results do not
define a sel f consistent pattern.
Studies have shown thnt while alumina retains its shear strength to 15 GPa[49] in
some cases alumina is seen to start cracking

below the HEL[50,58,60,62]

whllc in another

case no microcracking was obscnwd, but only pore closure, up to twice the HEL
[51,56,59,61 ]. In addition to the post-shock sample analysis for cracks, in onc study the
observation of a decaying strem pulse was attributed to the attenuation of the incident
comprcxsivc pulse duc to comprcwivc damagc[60].

Figure 1 conversely shows a span trace

of symmctrictilly shocked TiB2 below the HEL displaying a stable shock pulse. Analysis of
shock rccovcrcd polyphasc alumina showed thut onc reason for the cracking below the HE!was duc to the impeciancc mismatch and residual stresses assocititcd with the glasssy
phasc[53,57].

Studies of rccovcrrd alum ina[S2] and an A1-f34Cccrmct 154] both observed

dislocation activation alxwc the HEL and in the cmnct mmc below the IU?L SCVC-XIst.dies
have also

mca.suid

the span strengths of TiB2[55 J and AIZ03[56]; the spat] strength of “~ii32

decreasing to zero above t’~c1{kL, Given the difficulti~s in recovering ceramic samp!~s postfihock[9], resolution of {hc prcxssurc {ind material dcpcndcmci~s on the deformation tind

microcracking in shock-loaded wramics will be difficult (o conclusively sctdc.
IV. RECENT SHOCK STUDIES

A. INTERMETALLICS
Interrnetallics and some composites are receiving increasing attention due to their high
specific strengths, stiffnesses,

and potential high temperature properties.

Within the last

few years high-strain-rate and shock-loading experiment.. have begun to probe the dynamic
deformation response of a range of intermetallic and composite materials.

To assess the

substructure evolution and mechanical response of Ni3Al as a function of peak pressure,
specimens were “soft” shock reeovered and mechanical testing and TEM samples were
sectioned flom the recovered disks. Figure 2 shows the reload compressive stress-strain
response of the Ni3Al following shock loading as compared to the annealul swrting material.
The shock-loaded stress strain cuxves are plotted offket starting at the approximate total
transient shock strains [calculated as 4/3 In(V/Vo) where V and VOare the final and initial
volumes]

for the two shocks. The peak shock pressur~xs are approximated

using the EOS of

pure nickel in the absence cf an EOS for Ni3A1. The reload yield strength of Ni@l increases
from 250 MPa to 750 and 1250 MPa following the -14 and 23.5 GPa shocks, respectively.
As in the case of most metals and alloys lhe effective hardening in the shock-loaded Ni@l
ex~ds

that quasi-statically obtained when deformed to roughly the equivalent strain[4].
The substructure evolution in the shock-loaded Ni#ll is obsenmd to depend on the

peak shock pressure consistent with the reioad data.

Increasing the peak pressure is

observed to significantly increase the density of stacking faults and deformation twins.
Figure 3 shows the substructure of the Ni3Al shock-loaded

at 996 m/see (- 23.5 GPa)

consisting of a high density of dislocations on octahedral planes, planar stacking faults, and
deformation twins, The substructure evolution in shock-loaded TiAl and Ti3Al have also
been investigated.

Similar to Ni3Al the substructure of both Ti-a!uminidas

is dependent on

the peak shock pmssurc. While the TiAl readily deforms via deformation twinning when
subjc+ted to shock loading, the Ti3Al exhibits a substructure consisting of SOICIy coarse
planar slip. Figure 4 shows the high density of deformation twins formed in TiAl shock
loaded to 7 GPa. Finally for intcrrnctalliw, as mentioned earlier, lasers offer an altcmativc
method for applying shocks to materials.
formed in Ti3Al duc to a Iascrdrivcn

Figure 5 shows the high density of dislocations

miniature flyer plate impacted at 4.3 km/see [63], The

deformation mcchanismfi activated, while formed by a very short pulse duration duc to the
-1OP.M thick flyer plate, arc similar to that observed in Ti3Al wnvcntionally

B. 8A USCIflNGER

EFFECT

DURING SliOCK

LOAI>ING

Ghock loaded,

Due to the intrinsic nature I.f the shock process (he structure/property
is a result of (he total shock cxcursicm comprised of the mmprcssivc

response of a material
loading regime

occurring at a very high (-lOs - l@ s-l) strain rate (shock rise), a time of reasonable stable
stress (pulse duration), and finally a tensile release of the applied compressive load returning
the sample to ambient pressure at a lnwer strain rate. Collectively the loading sequence in a
shock amounts to a single cycle stress/strain path change excursion with elastic and plastic
deformation operative in two directions.

In this regard the shock process may be compared

to a single high-amplitude “fatigue-type” cycle with a dwell time representing the pulse
duration [25].
Some materials after reversing the direction of stressing quasi-statically, exhibit an
offset yield upon stress reversal due to directional kinematic and isotropic hardening[64,65].
In most instances, given the existence of a back stress acting in the matrix due to the presence
of the unrelaxed plastic strain in the particle vicinity, yielding in the reverse direction occurs
at a reduced stress level compared u~ith the forward flow stress Icvel. To directly assess if
the strain path reversal inherent to the shock cxmtains a bauschinger effect for a shock-loaded
two-phase material, two samples of an A1-4wt.% Cu alloy exhibiting a well known
bauschinger effect as a function of microstructure were shock loaded to 5 GPa and “soft”
raxwered in the same shock assembly to assure identical shock-loading conditions.
Figure 6 shows the stress-strain response of the starting microstructurcs
statically-reloaded

and quasi-

shock-loaded samples. The reload shock-loaded sample curves starting

points are shifted to a strain of 7.5% equal to the calculated total shock transient strain.
While the as-heat-treated yield strengths of the starting microstructure
reload behavior of the shock-loaded samples is quite di.
and (3’aged microstructure.

are the same, the

:nt between the solution-treated

While the solutionized sample shock hardens above the quasi-

static response to equivalent strain levels the aged sample flow behavior is considerably
below that of the unshocked aged sample re.spcmsc. This data is consistent with the operation
of a bauschinger effix~ i.e. reverse strain cycle, occuring during the shock process in the
two-phase AI-CU alloy studied.

This effect offers a consistent explanation of the lack of

significant shock hardening and/or softening compared to an equivalent quasi-static strain
level in 2-phase materials as a whole, Finally, while the bauschingcr effect will be manifested
in two-phase materials, the proven existence of the strain reversal contribution occuring
during the shock process supports the previous model including reversibility as the
controlling variable of pulse duration cffccts[25],
V. SUMMARY

Shock recovery and spallation experiments, in which material structure/ property effects arc
systematically Varied and charactcrizti

quantitatively, offer two important cxpcrimcntal

techniques to probe the physical mechanisms controlling shock proccsscs and dynamic
fracture. In conventional metals, alloys, and also in cermeLs and ccramks experimental
stud k continue m find that microstructure significant y affects the shock hardening and
deformation response.

In ceramic materials, the question of when plastic flow and

microcracking are activated, in particular above or below the HE~

of a ceramic has been the

subject of numerous ,studies yet the results do not define a self-consistent

pattern. A shock

loading study on Ni@l has shown that similar to most disordered metals and alloys the
effective hardening in shock-loadai

Ni3Al exceeds that quasi-statically obtained when

deformed to roughly the equivalent strain. Finally, experiments on A1-4wt.% Cu as a
function of heat-treatment have demonstrated

that the shock process behaves as a bauschinger

effect test to materials sensitive to strain-path reversals.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

FIG. 1
Stress vs. time spail trace measured in lhe plexiglas backing for a symmetric
Tillz test with an impact velocity of 596 mlsec (15.2 GPa). Span strength = 0.63 GPa.
FIG. 2
FIG. 3
deformatwn

Stress-strain behavtir of shock-loaded Ni+l as a fhtactwn of peak pressure.
Brightjieid electron microgrcph of dklocations, stacking faults, and
twins in Ni+l shock loa&d at 996 mlsec (-?3.5 GPa).

FIG.4
Brightjield electron micrograph of deformation twins in Ti4[ containing Ti+l
shock loadkd at 580 mlsec (-7 GPa).
FIG, 5
Ilrightjield electron micrograph of d~docation debris in Ti+l shock loa&d by
a laser-driven jlyer plate accelerated to 4.3 kndsec.

FIG. 6

Stress-strain response of shock-loa&dAl-4wt.%
Cu as afinction of heattreatment illustrating ~heBausc>inger effect inherent to the shock process between the
solution-treated and (Y conditwns.
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